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2nd Annual Florida Liberty Summit

On 13-15 August 2010, the Campaign for

Liberty will be holding their second annual

Florida Liberty Summit at the Rosen Center

Hotel in Orlando, Florida. The Campaign for

Liberty is a political organization founded by

Congressman Ron Raul. The website for the

event states it is a way for “liberty minded activists…to

network, learn, and build as our grassroots Revolution to

reclaim our Republic and restore our Constitution”.

Analyst Notes:

During the 2009 Florida Liberty Summit the start of the program

had to be postponed for 30 minutes due to International Drive

being backed up with attendees attempting to park. Based on

the groups calculations, there was around 1500 people in

attendance. Although the attendance numbers on the group

sites promoting this year’s event are low, the continued support

of Ron Paul and his party may produce similar attendance

numbers and issues to that of the 2009 event.
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Introduction

This report is being created as an intelligence

product for Region 5 of the Domestic Security

Task Force. If you or your agency has any

information or notice any trends that you would

like included in this weekly report please

contact the Central Florida Intelligence

Exchange using the contact information located

on the last page of this report.

If you are interested in receiving any additional

information regarding anything in this report, or

if you have any similar incidents, please contact

us.

Two Mosques in Central Florida Expanding Facilities

The Husseini Islamic Center and the Islamic Society of

ESSOURCE: Multiple Sources

Greenpeace Ship “Arctic Sunrise” Coming to the Gulf

During the week of 9 August
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The Husseini Islamic Center and the Islamic Society of

Central Florida, both located in Sanford, Florida, have

announced on their websites that they are planning on

expanding the size of their current facilities. The

Islamic Society of Central Florida is also planning on

adding a school to their property.

Analyst Notes: Although CFIX is not aware of any

threats associated with the expansion of either of these

mosques, the growing trend of anti-mosque protests

throughout the US may lead to similar issues at these

facilities. Also the fact that these two mosques are

located in the same state the “Burn a Koran Day” event

was initiated may lead to additional unforeseen issues.

During the week of 9 August

2010, the Greenpeace ship

Arctic Sunrise will be heading

to Gulf of Mexico for a three

month expedition to “document

the true impacts of the BP Deepwater Disaster”.

Greenpeace feels that “BP has devoted inadequate

resources to the oil spill response, withheld information

from the American public, and denied access to spill

sites”. The Arctic Sunrise will leave from Tampa, Florida

and visit the Florida Keys and the Dry Tortugas prior to

going to the oil spill site. During the expedition, they will

be examining the effects of the spill as well as looking for

oiled marine life.

Analyst Notes: Although there are no known threats

associated with this expedition at the time this report

was created, aggressive tactics utilized by the Arctic

Sunrise in the past may increase the likelihood of

unforeseen incidents occurring. Since the beginning of

the Gulf spill, Greenpeace have taken numerous actions

against BP, including shutting down 40 BP stations

throughout London, England in late July 2010. Members

of the organization dropped off letters to each station

and on their way out pulled a safety switch which cut off

power to the station. They also covered BP signs with

posters reading “Closed: Moving Beyond Petroleum”.

Dondi the Elephant

On 28 July 2010, an Asian elephant named Dondi died

unexpectedly at the age of 36 at Southwick Zoo outside

of Boston, Massachusetts. Although Dondi lived in

Boston over the summers, she preformed at Flea World

in Sanford, Florida in the winters. The group In

Defense of Animals (IDA) has filed a complaint with the

USDA to urge an investigation into the death.

Analyst Notes: ARFF has held numerous

demonstrations at the Sanford Flea Market to protest

on behalf of Dondi, whom they wanted to be retired

and moved to a sanctuary. Currently there are no

known protests surrounding the death of Dondi.
SOURCE: CFIX ES ESSOURCE:  Multiple Sources

SOURCE: CFIX ES
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Aryan Republic Homeland

On 29 July 2010, 11 days after the Aryan Nations (AN)

faction based out of Chillicothe, Ohio held their White

Unity Day Rally in Pulaski, Tennessee, the National

Director Paul Mullet announced that the group has the

opportunity to purchase 15 acres of land in southern

Tennessee. Their plan is to utilize the land to create a

new “Aryan Republic Homeland”.

Analyst Notes: Since this Aryan Nation faction first

began increasing their activity in early 2010, they have

been attempting to purchase a large plot of land in order

to build an “Aryan Homeland” similar to Aryan Nations’

original compound in Hayden Lake, Idaho. Mullet and

his Aryan Nations members made headlines in February

2010 when they unsuccessfully tried to secure land in

John Day, Oregon.

In addition to re-creating a compound, Aryan Nations is

also going to be on the ballots for November. One

member of AN has announced that he officially filed

paperwork to run for a seat on the Rialto Unified School

District School Board in California.
ESSOURCE: CFIX

Code Pink and Veterans for Peace Rally at Quantico

On 8 August 2010, CodePINK, Veterans for Peace,

Courage to Resist and others will be holding a rally at

the Quantico Marine Corps Base in Virginia to “give aid

and comfort to PFC Bradley Manning” who is accused

of disclosing classified video of American troops in Iraq

shooting civilians from an Apache helicopter in 2007.

Media sources are also speculating that SPC Manning

was involved in the leak of over 90,000 secret

documents to Wikileaks.

The group plans to meet at the Amtrak station in

Quantico before heading to the base to begin the

protest at 1200 hours. One of the individuals attending

the event is CIA Analyst Ray McGovern who stated: “As

an American soldier Bradley Manning took a solemn oath to

support and defend the Constitution of the United States

against all enemies, foreign and domestic. When he

experienced callous disregard for the Constitution and the laws

of war, he was able to see that his conscience and his solemn

oath warranted precedence over the obligatory promise to

protect classified information. By following his conscience in

exposing the abuses of war, Manning joins an all-too-rare

breed of soldier.”
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Domestic Chatter/Actions Relating to the Arizona Immigration Law

CodePINK – On 30 July 2010, members of CodePINK held a peaceful protest outside the home of Arizona Governor

Brewer to convince the Governor to overturn SB 1070. They posted Governor Brewer’s address on their website.

Ready’s Rangers (NSM) – JT Ready’s border group continues to hold border patrols in the Arizona desert to interdict

illegal aliens or drug smugglers crossing the Arizona border. Ready also offered his opinion on the Judge Bolton’s

ruling on the immigration law, “Perhaps [Judge Bolton] should step her ass outside the air-conditioned courtroom

sometime and see what is really happening as Rome burns and barbarians with AK-47s are in gun battles twenty miles

from the gates of Phoenix.”

Aryan Nations - In a blog posting referencing the death threat to Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio, an AN member

stated that “If Sheriff Joe is assassinated, then the government has failed to act, and the time has come for US to act”.
ESSOURCE: CFIX

The protest group is planning on bringing care

packages and letters of support from around the

country which they plan to deliver to PFC Manning.

Analyst Notes:

There are currently no known threats relating to this

protest; however, unforeseen incidents may occur. In

the past members of CodePINK have been arrested for

their publicity stunts in order to achieve their goals of

ending the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, stopping new

wars, and redirecting government resources into

healthcare, education, “green jobs” and other life-

affirming activities. Although not as numerous,

Veterans For Peace have also received publicity for

their demonstrations and protests of the War in Iraq.

National Socialist Movement Rally - Tennessee

The National Socialist Movement (NSM) plans to hold a

mass demonstration in Knoxville, Tennessee on 14

August 2010 on the steps of the Old Courthouse

beginning at 1500 hours. There is an open invitation for

all “Patriotic Americans” to “put aside differences for

just one day and come out and show a united front”

against the proposed Amnesty for illegal immigrants and

to show support for Arizona and Governor Brewer.

Analyst Notes: Similar to other groups, the NSM

appears to be utilizing their stance on illegal immigration

as a recruitment mechanism. If non-National Socialists

can set aside their differences with the NSM for illegal

immigration, they may do so with other topics.
ESSOURCE: Multiple SourcesESSOURCE: Multiple Sources
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Al-Qa’ida Names New Terror Leader

Adnan Shukrijumah, a suspected al-Qa’ida operative

who lived in the US for more than 15 years, has taken

over the position of Chief of Operations once held by

Khalid Sheikh Mohammed. Statements from the FBI

indicate that this is “the first time a leader so

intimately familiar with American society has been

placed in charge of planning attacks”. FBI Special

Agent Leblanc advised: "He's definitely focused on

attacking the United States and other western

countries”.

Earlier this year, Shukrijumah was named as a co-

conspirator in the federal indictment against the

three men accused of plotting suicide bomb attacks

on the New York subway system in September 2009.

Analyst Notes: Shukrijumah lived in

New York with his family prior to moving

to Florida in the mid- ’90’s. While living

in Florida, he attended classes at

Broward Community College and worked

odd jobs such as selling used cars.

France Declares War on Al-Qaida

Following al-Qa’ida in the Islamic Maghreb’s (AQIM)

execution of a French aid worker that was taken hostage

in April 2010, French President Nicolas Sarkozy declared

war on the militant group. Sarkozy stated: “We are at war

with al-Qa’ida…the killers will not go unpunished”.

Following his announcement, France attacked one of

AQIM’s North African base camps, killing several al-Qa’ida

operatives.

Analyst Notes: Following the declaration of war by

France, a member of the radical Ansar al-Jihad forum

posted a statement entitled: “Breaking News- Lilliputian

Nicolas Sarkozy Commits Suicide?!” The poster goes on to

explain that by declaring war on AQIM, Sarkozy has

committed suicide and “Not only did he commit suicide

but he also endangered the French people who live in

Paris and the other big cities…Sarkozy did not take a

lesson from his masters in America who are being

eliminated in the land of wisdom and martydom…The

French Government knows that Muslims are people of:

Honor!, Peace!, Knowledge!, Sacrifice! But they forgot an

attribute. We are a people of Jihad!”
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Egypt Website Hacked For ‘Trial of Prophet’

On Sunday, 1 August 2010,

hackers left a message on

the website of an Egyptian

newspaper in response to

the announcement of their

plans to print a book

entitled “The Trial of Prophet

Mohammed” which is believed to have offensive

language in reference to the Prophet Mohammed. The

hackers message denounced the book and accused the

newspaper of “promoting apostasy and spreading

sedition.”

The publication of the book in the newspaper also drew

harsh criticism from the Council of Senior Scholars at

al-Azar who stated: “This is how they welcome the

Holy month of Ramadan, by hurling insults at the

prophet…This is an unforgivable crime and an apology

is not going to fix it.”

Analyst Notes: This incident highlights the continued

controversy over writings and drawings that are seen

as insults to Islam and we will likely see continued

threats relating to this issue.

SOURCE:  El Paso Times / Dawn.com HP

“INSPIRE” Magazine is a “Media Martyrdom Operation

On 11 July 2010 an administrator on the AlFaloja forum

posted a thread stating the al-Qa’ida in the Arabian

Peninsula’s new magazine, INSPIRE, has provoked cyber

attacks that had caused the forum to go down for

several days. The administrator advised that unknown

person “intended with their attack-may Allay

disappoint their aim and deter their grudge-to disfigure

the credibility of the jihadist media by spreading Fitnas

amongst the beloved one”.

He goes on to say that their forum was attacked due to

the release of INSPIRE, “because it is directed to the

West and it aims at encouraging the Muslims who are

present in the lands of ungodliness, the heritage of

Kufr, America and those who ally with her wand walk

her footsteps.”

Analyst Notes: The first issue of INSPIRE includes

articles such as a detailed, but short, manual on how to

use ingredients from your mom’s kitchen to make a

bomb and advice on what to expect in jihad. It is still

being download on several of the Islamic forums with

one forum showing over 6,000 downloads.

SOURCE: Flashpoint Partners SOURCE:  Al Arabiya News ChannelHP HP

attribute. We are a people of Jihad!”
SOURCE:  Associated Press HP



ISLAMIC FORUM CHATTERISLAMIC FORUM CHATTER
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“Jihad From Your House and Help the Mujahideen”

With name of god most gracious, most compassionate 

and prayer for the profit.

All brothers as you know surveillance

and monitoring are very important 

for the Mujahideen and utmost 

vexation and terror to the enemies of the religion and for 

that brothers if you want to do jihad know you must 

leave address of the embassies in your countries. Locate 

photos and information and leave the names of the 

tourist cities and the addresses and places where you'll 

find tourists by the crusaders.

Analyst Notes: Islamic forums and media outlets play a

pivotal role in the radicalization and recruitment efforts

of militant organizations. These forums give militant

groups such as al-Qa’ida a global platform to spread

their radical ideologies and garner sympathy and support

for their cause. The ability to analyze the intended

audience and the effectiveness of the information being

distributed will be essential in countering the

propaganda efforts of militant groups.

Call For Computer Programmers & Infiltration Experts

A member of the AlFaloja Islamic forum posted an

invitation to their brothers with experience “in

matters of breach of security and encryption to

contact them”. The poster advises that they also

wish to have “knowledge of php programming pin”,

as well as, knowledge of electronic payment

systems.

The poster goes on to say that he will not identify

specifics but for anyone interested they can respond

to his post or send a private message for more

details. “We ask god to be the support of the

jihadist media…If possible, move it to the rest of the

jihadi forums”.
SOURCE:  CFIX HP

Search Engine Influenced by Muslims

Forum members began a

discussion on a new search

engine created for Muslims.

The search engine is entitled

“Taqwa Me” and is described

HP

http://www.taqwa.me/
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find tourists by the crusaders.

For your information the mujahedeen needs the 

information about oceans straight where the ships goes 

through and do it fast.

Encyclopedia of Jihad

On 2 August 2010, a member of the AlFaloja forum,

Lightning Jihad, started a thread entitled “Encyclopedia

of Jihad, Preparatory Lessons and Useful Explanations”.

The poster provided a link to his encyclopedia and

provides a quick overview of what the manual contains:

• Course in the normal use of night video and telescope

• Course catalog in the booby-trapping cars

• A series of sessions on Mujahid fighting

• Methods of remote detonation

• Explanations on multiple text, audio and video

equipment as well as GPS navigation

• Explain the RPG and M16 videos

• Technical Mujahid Magazine

• Commentary on communications equipment and

intelligence video

Church Plans Quran Burning Event

On 11 September 2010, a church in

Gainesville, Florida plans to hold an

“International Burn a Quran Day” to

remember the 9/11 victims and

take a stand against Islam, which

they refer to as a religion “of the devil”.

An Islamic forum member posted the following:

:Our Response…

More 9-11, 7-7, death and destruction to US and its 

citizens…Insha’Allah

You will not find enough land to bury your dead.

Advice – Use trash containers.

For Mr. Pastor Terry Jones…A postcard from 

Netherlands…

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Jihad and the rifle alone; no negotiations, no 

conferences and no dialogues…” –Sheikh Abdullah Azzam

SOURCE: CFIX HP

HP

“Taqwa Me” and is described

as “one of the most powerful engines to educate,

search and research with explicit filters intact geared

toward the Muslim market. Users are given the

ability to determine whether websites or content

within a site is ‘haram’ or ‘halal’”. The creators of the

search engine advise that “Islam is facing one of its

greatest tests of faith and the right to exist”.

SOURCE: CFIX

HPSOURCE:  CFIX

SOURCE:  CFIX HP

http://www.taqwa.me/



If you have or receive any information regarding a possible threat or have 
questions or comments please contact the Central Florida Intelligence 

Exchange (CFIX):

Phone:  407-858-3950

E-mail: CFIX@ocfl.net
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derived. This information is being provided as an investigative tool.


